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• Ensure to read all warnings and instructions in this user guide. Misuse of the juicer may 
lead to serious injury.  

• The input voltage of the appliance is 220-240V with a frequency of 50Hz. Ensure the 
adapter used is rated to match.   

• The juicer is for individual domestic indoor use.  
• Ensure all parts in the package are undamaged upon arrival. Contact help.Kogan.com 

for support if otherwise.  
• This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years old and above, and by 

persons with reduced physical. sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and 
knowledge if they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the 
appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards involved.  

• If cleaning and user maintenance is performed by children, they must be 8 years old 
and above, and require adult supervision.  

• When not in use, keep the juicer out of reach from children. Do not let children play with 
the juicer. 

• When operating, never put your hands or any sharp objects into the juicing body’s feed 
to avoid serious injury.  

• When operating, never put your hands, and any sharp objects into contact with the 
spiral pusher to avoid serious injury.  

• When operating, do not get too close to the juicing body feed to avoid potential 
splatter and harm.      

• The appliance has a wired connection. If its power cord is damaged, cease use 
immediately and contact help.Kogan.com for assistance.  

• If damaged during use, do not dismantle, or repair the appliance yourself.  
• If damaged, do not replace the spiral pusher with other objects.  
• Wait until both the motor and spiral pusher have stopped, and the power plug has 

been disconnected before dismantling or changing accessories on the juicer. Not doing 
so could lead to personal injury.  

• Disconnect the power supply before dismantling or adjusting any part of the appliance.  
• Do not sterilize any accessories of the appliance with water with a temperature higher 

than 60°C.  
• Do not wash or submerge the juicing body into water or any other liquid as it may cause 

damage.  
• Do not place the juicer in a microwave oven or in other hot environments. The juicer 

may otherwise deform and be damaged.  
• Do not clean the appliance with steel wool, abrasive cleaning agents or corrosive 

liquids (such as gasoline or acetone). 
• After assembly, ensure that the juicing body, spiral pusher, juicing body cap, and all 

other dismountable parts are properly secured prior to use.  
• Always leave the juicer disconnected from the power if it is left unattended and before 

assembling, disassembling, or cleaning. 

         SAFETY & WARNINGS 



 

 

  

1 Power cord 8 End cap 

2 Main body 9 Juice collection bowl 

3 Control dial 10 Pulp container 

4 Locking button 11 Tray 

5 Juicing body 12 Pushing rod 

6 Spiral pusher 13 Brush 

7 Juice strainer 14 Wrench 

           COMPONENTS 
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Step 1: 
 
Align the juicing body (5) and main body 
(2) with the alignment markers (shown 
below) set to “Unlocked”.  
 
Insert the juicing body onto the main body. 
Rotate the juicing body anticlockwise until 
the alignment marker is set to “Locked” to 
secure the juicing body in place. 
 
 

 

Step 2: 
 
Align and insert the narrower end of the 
spiral pusher (6) into the side hole of the 
juicing body. Push the spiral pusher in until 
fully inserted.  
 
You may have to turn the spiral pusher 
slightly to align it in place.  
 
The spiral pusher grinds ingredients by 
pushing them through the juice strainer.  

Step 3: 
 
Attach the larger end of the juice strainer 
(7) onto the end of the spiral pusher. The 
three grooves on the juice strainer should 
align with the three clamping slots on the 
juicing body.  
 
The juice strainer is used to grind and filter 
the ingredients to separate the juice from 
the pulp.  

ASSEMBLY 



 

Step 4: 
 
Align the end cap (8) onto the juicing body 
with the alignment markers set to 
“Unlocked”.  
 
Insert the end cap onto the juicing body. 
Rotate the cap anti-clockwise until the 
alignment marker is set to “Locked” to 
secure the end cap in place.   

 
  

Step 5: 
 
Put the juice collection bowl (9) in the 
corresponding groove on the main body 
below the spout of the juicing body.  
 
This is where extracted juice will flow out. 

 
Step 6: 
 
Place the pulp container (10) below the 
opening of the end cap. Place it in 
proximity to the juice collection bowl.  
 
This is where discarded pulp will be 
released.  

 
Step 7: 
 
Attach the tray (11), aligning the hole on the 
tray attachment with the feeding hole on 
the juicing body. Install the tray on the 
upper end of the feed port of the juicing 
body. 
 
The tray can make feeding of ingredients 
more convenient by having an extra area 
to place ready to juice fruit and veg.  



 

 

Before using the juicer for the first time, clean all parts that will come into contact with food 
thoroughly (Refer to the "Cleaning and Care" section of this guide). 
 
Control dial operations 
The control dial allows for four different actions depending on which one is activated. 
Activating any one of them can be done by turning the switch to align its indicator to the 
desired action.  
   

• Rev - Used to unblock pulp build-up and when the motor is locked 

• O – Stop 

• Soft- Lower power mode (suitable for juicing softer fruits and vegetables) 

• Hard - Higher power mode (suitable for juicing harder fruits and vegetables) 
 
 

Step 1: 
 
Wash your chosen fruits and vegetables. 
Cut them into a size that will fit the feeding 
hole of the juicier.   
 
Place them on the tray above the feed in 
preparation for juicing.  
 

Do not process any fruits and vegetables 
with cores. hard seeds, thick skins, or shells 
until the they have been removed. 

 

 

Step 2: 
 
Plug in the power cord (1) and switch the 
power on.  
 
Ensure the control dial is in the “O” position 
before the power is turned on. The 
appliance will immediately start running as 
soon as the power is turned on otherwise. 
 

 

  

OPERATION 



 

Step 3:  
 
Put your ingredients into the feed of the juicing body and 
then push them through using the pushing rod (12). 
 
Do not use excessive force on the pushing rod to feed the 
ingredients through.  
 
The juicer will stop operating automatically after 20 
minutes of continuous operation. However, to prevent 
overheating, it is highly recommended use the juicer in 
no longer than 10 minute intervals. 
 
If the juicer is used continuously for 20 minutes, wait for 20 to 30 minutes for the motor to 
cool down before resuming juicing.  

The juicer utilises a current limiting system to prevent damage. The electric current required 
to power the motor increases when texturally harder foods are processed. When the current 
used goes beyond 1.3A, the juicer will lock itself and the motor will pause for 2 seconds. The 
motor will then automatically run in reverse for 5 seconds. During this period, food or pulp 
build-up can be removed while the motor runs in reverse. After 5 seconds, the motor will 
come to a complete stop. Operation of the juicer can resume after the control dial is turned 
back to the "O” position. 
 

  



 

 

Before cleaning, ensure to switch off the juicer and unplug it from power.  
 
Do not submerge the main body in water.  

Step 3: 
 
Take apart the end cap, juice strainer, and spiral pusher in that order. The dismountable 
parts may be washed with water using the included 
brush (13).  
 
Clean the juicer immediately after use.  

• Do not wash the main body with water. Instead, 
wipe it down with a wrung rag or cotton cloth. 

• Use a wet cloth to clean surfaces in contact with 
food after unplugging the plug. 

• Before storing the appliance, make 
sure it is clean and dry  

• Dyeing of the juice strainer, juicing 
body cap, spiral pusher, and other 
accessories after continuous use is 
normal and will either affect the 
taste of the food or your health.  

 
 
Step 1: 
 
Take out the pushing rod and detach the 
tray. 

 

 

Step 2: 
 
Whilst holding down the locking button (4), 
turn the juicing body clockwise to release. 
The juicing body cannot be dismantled if 
the button is not pressed.  

 

Note: 
If you are having difficulty removing the 
juicing body, use the included wrench (14) 
for easier removal.  

  

           CLEANING & CARE 



 

 

 

 

Rated voltage 220V-240V 

Rated power 150W 

Rated frequency 50Hz 

Maximum continuous operating time 20 minutes 

 

 

 

 

 
 
If the juicer is using its current limiting process, or the motor has stopped and does not 
reverse automatically: 

Step 1: 
 
Turn the control dial back to the “O” position and switch the power switch off from the 
juicer.  
 

Step 2: 
 
Turn the power back on and remove the food in the juicer. 
 

Step 3: 
 
Turn the control dial to the “Rev” position to resume regular use. If the motor is still locked, 
switch the power off. Take the juicer apart and remove the food in the spiral pusher before 
resuming use. This will assist in preserving the operation of the motor.   

  

               SPECIFICATIONS 

TROUBLESHOOTING 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Need more information? 

We hope that this user guide has given you 
the assistance needed for a simple set-up. 

For the most up-to-date guide for your product, 
as well as any additional assistance you may require, 

head online to help.kogan.com 

 

 

 

 

 


